mble,

But these policies do not and indeed
cannot insulate these universities from
Detroit News - 01/10/2022

quality. Keep in mind that as of last
semester, when the more dangerous

Given the purpose of a university as an
educational leader, a university that is

bankole@bankolethompson.com
Twitter: @BankoleDetNews
Catch “Redline with Bankole
Thompson,” which broadcasts at 11
a.m. weekdays on 910AM.
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Biden speech
didn’t unify

o blame for
g damage

aid.
“Instead, they became more
eactionary after the commision had basically released its
maps. By that time it was aleady settled that commissionrs were going with the maps
hey put before the public,” he
aid.
Democrats now must lie on
he bed they made. They took
he work of the commission too
ightly to wage a preemptive
public campaign to deter the
risis of congressional repreentation Detroit now faces.
Even the responses to the
new maps have been largely
nsignificant in Detroit. Mayor
Mike Duggan hasn’t addressed
he issue or initiated action. All
he mayor did was to tweet his
position on the issue by calling
or equitable representation.
Civil rights groups in the
ity have been largely dormant,
perhaps caught flatfooted. The
pparent lack of a cohesive
esponse from Black leaders in
he city and their allies in the
Democratic Party speaks volumes about the lack of prepration to confront the possibility of no Black member in
Congress from the state.
Some current and former
Black lawmakers plan to sue
he redistricting commission,
lleging violation of the Voting
Rights Act. Civil rights lawyer
Nabih Ayad, who is repreenting the group, pointed to
he harm done to voters.
“Regardless of what the
ntent or the motive of the 13
ommissioners here was, the
act is that the end result is that
t strips away the voters and
he representatives of those
ommunities, especially in the
ity of Detroit,” Ayad said at a
media event recently.
Those filing the suit are
ikely panicking because they
perhaps underestimated the
power of the redistricting
ommission. But I’m afraid the
group’s lawsuit may be coming
oo late, and it remains to be
een if the courts will show any
desire to table the maps for
edress.

Business: A Love Letter to an American
Anti-Hero.”

“Outta’ My Mind on a Mon
day Moanin’”
am so naïve.
I just finished watching
the president of the
United States
give his Jan. 6
anniversary
speech.
I honestly
(foolishly)
PAUL W
thought the
SMITH
president was
going to use
this opportunity to unify and
heal our hurting nation, one y
after the horrible attack on ou
Capital by some law-breaking
hooligans hiding among lawabiding citizens exercising the
right to peacefully protest.
I, sadly, was so wrong.
The first clue was the speech
by his warm-up act, the vice
president of the United States.
How could she possibly liken th
riot to Pearl Harbor and 9/11?
Even though she didn’t wri
the speech, she had every oppo
tunity to fix it before she gave
such ridiculous words credenc
Then, as the president
stepped up to the microphone
still had hope that he actually
would finally do what he has
repeatedly promised he would
do: bring us together, unite us
He’s the guy that goes out o
his way to emphasize “we are t
United States of America.”
There was not one thing he
had to say that would unite
anyone, except maybe those w
cringe hearing him repeatedly
say, “God bless our troops” at t
end of all of his speeches, mos
ignoring the fact that the suici
rate among active military per
sonnel and veterans is now
higher than ever.
This speech further proved
just how scared this president
and his party are of former Pre
dent Donald Trump.
Those who can delineate
between personality and performance are remembering th
Trump unemployment rate
below 4%, the lowest in 50 yea
low gas prices and the lowest
poverty rate ever.
No wonder they are so obsessed with him.
And scared.

I

Seth Perlman

Incarcerating children in adult prisons and jails puts them at increased risk of physical harm, Smith writes.

Prosecuting kids as adults does harm
BY JASON SMITH

W

hen tragedies such as
the mass shooting at
Oxford High School
occur, society rightly seeks to
hold the perpetrator accountable — which often includes
charging the perpetrators in the
adult criminal justice system,
even if they are minors.
Research, however, shows
that prosecuting youths as
adults — which disproportionately impacts Black and Brown
youth — does not improve
public safety, nor does it prevent similar crimes from recurring.
“Available evidence indicates
that transfer to the adult criminal justice system typically
increases rather than decreases
rates of violence among transferred youth,” notes one 2007
report from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
Incarcerating children in
adult prisons and jails also puts
them at increased risk of physical harm at the hands of older
inmates or facility staff. They
may also be placed in isolation
for their own safety, which can
lead to its own psychological
trauma.
Michigan law offers an alternative to transferring youth
to the adult system. Juvenile
courts can retain jurisdiction
until age 21 for very serious
offenses, provided that the
offense occurred before the
youth turned 18.
In addition, if there are
concerns that a youth may be a
long-term public safety risk,
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Michigan courts can impose a
“blended sentence,” which
allows the court to immediately
confine a young person and
provide them with age-appropriate treatment in a juvenile
facility.
It also allows for a youth to
be released at age 21 if they no
longer present a threat to the
community, or to serve out an
adult sentence possibly in prison, if the court determines the
youth is still a risk to public
safety.
Under the federal Juvenile
Justice Delinquency and Prevention Act (reauthorized in
2018), any youth held in local
adult jails must be removed to a
juvenile detention center as of
Dec. 21, 2021, even those waived
into the adult system. In Michigan, as of last October, only
those 18 or older can be held in
an adult jail.
One exception allowed under the federal act is if a court
finds that keeping a minor in an
adult facility is “in the interest
of justice.”
This means the court must
weigh multiple factors including the person’s age, physical
and mental maturity, present
mental state (including whether they present an imminent
risk of self-harm), the nature
and circumstances of the charges, the youth’s history of delinquency, and the ability of jail
and juvenile facilities to meet
the needs of the youth while
protecting the public and others in their custody.
A court that decides to detain a youth in an adult jail

must also hold a review hearing
once every 30 days, with a 180day limit unless there is a “good
cause” extension.
Youth held in adult facilities
under the interest of justice
exception are covered by the
Prison Rape Elimination Act’s
youthful inmates provision,
which guarantees sight and
sound separation between
youth and adult inmates.
However, this is an extremely difficult standard for jails
and prisons to meet, and has
resulted in young people kept
in solitary cells without access
to such rehabilitative resources
as school and group counseling.
Because the vast majority of
youth who are sentenced to
adult correctional facilities are
eventually released, the lack of
appropriate, in-facility treatment along with the trauma of
incarceration with adults places
them at a higher risk of reoffending than if they had been
in a secure juvenile facility.
This means that a knee-jerk,
“tough on crime” response
which sends children to adult
prisons may actually decrease
public safety.
When a child gets into trouble with the law, a strong effort
to identify and address the
young person’s needs with
age-appropriate interventions
and accountability measures is
the most effective way to make
us all safer in the long run.
Jason Smith is the executive director
of the Michigan Center for Youth
Justice. The Ann Arbor based
nonprofit advocates for a fair and
effective justice system for the
state’s youth.

Paul W. Smith is host of “The Paul W
Smith Show” on WJR-AM (760) fro
6-9 a.m. Monday-Friday.
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